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Economics meets Sociology in Strategic Management
Advances in Strategic Management, Volume 17

Introduction: Economics Meets Sociology in Strategic Management

Frank Dobbin and Joel A.C. Baum

Two Perspectives on the Firm

Why do firms do what they do? Why does one cut prices while its neighbor buys out competitors? Why does one diversify into new industries while its neighbor spins off subsidiaries to focus on its core competence? Why do some strategies rise while others fall? These are central concerns of both strategic management theorists and economic sociologists. We bring the two fields together to discuss their approaches to these questions with the goal of encouraging dialogue and cross-fertilization. Each field provides a snapshot of firm behavior from a particular vantage point. When these snapshots are integrated, something closer to a three-dimensional view of the firm appears.

Both economic sociology and strategic management draw on diverse ideas. Economic sociologists draw on Max Weber's ideas about institutions, Émile Durkheim's ideas about social milieu and identity, and Karl Marx's ideas about power. Strategic management theorists draw not merely on different paradigms, but on different disciplines: economics, psychology, and sociology. Despite the diversity, within the two fields, there are some very fundamental differences between them.

First, they view the firm from different standpoints. In a nutshell, strategists explore efficiency from the perspective of the firm, developing theories of why one strategy is more successful than another, given product, firm, and industry characteristics. Sociologists focus on efficiency from the perspective of the corporate environment, developing theories about the context in which one strategy becomes defined as efficient and diffuses across the corporate landscape.

Second, they begin with very different methodological imperatives. Strategists seek to develop adequate theories of why certain strategies are optimal, or at least efficient, based typically on insights from successful firms. Sociologists seek to explain variance in behavior across large populations of firms and over time, typically using multivariate models that control for diverse potential causes. These differences derive in part from their very different goals – strategic management is oriented to developing concrete prescriptions for corporate leaders from exemplary cases, whereas economic sociology is oriented to explaining trends in corporate behavior post hoc. What makes Ikea work? Why has Apple rebounded so successfully? For strategic theorists, the goal is to explain the success of a strategy, before it has become standard operating procedure -- when firms can still benefit from adopting it. For sociologists, the goal is to explain how context and history contribute to management trends, after those trends have come and, sometimes, gone. In consequence, strategic theorists may see the ideas of sociologists as too little and too late, and sociologists may see the ideas of strategic theorists as premature and based on unrepresentative samples.
In other words, the most basic method in strategic management is to observe the winners and look for what makes them win. The most basic method in economic sociology is to observe large numbers of firms and look for what explains differences in their behavior, following the comparative analytic strategy outlined by John Stuart Mill and Émile Durkheim.

Third, the two fields start with very different premises. Strategic theorists presume that firm behavior is driven principally by competitive pressures and the quest for efficiency. Analysts tend to give great power to market factors, and relatively little power to historical, political, and social factors. Sociologists also see competitive pressures and the quest for efficiency as important, but they see competition as occurring within a highly structured historical and regulatory context. Competitive pressures may lead firms to alter their strategies, but the new strategies they choose are shaped by public policy, imitation, network position, power, and historical happenstance.

Despite the fact that the two fields share a focus on firm behavior, dialogue between them has been rare. In part, this is due to a disciplinary divide. Economic sociology is for the most part located in sociology departments; whereas strategic management is located firmly in business schools. In part, interaction has been rare because the theoretical and empirical foundations of the two groups remain at a distance. Yet some scholars from each group have begun to build bridges to cross the divide. We hope to fortify those bridges and foster a more active debate and collaboration.

Structure of the Volume

We reprint four pairs of articles to show that these two fields have a common subject (firm behavior) but very different ways of approaching that subject. In each pair, we match a classic in economic sociology with one in strategic management.

In making the selections, we chose pairs in which each article deals with the same broad phenomenon. How do the two fields explain diversification, or the fact that firm characteristics resist change? In each pairing, readers can make a head-to-head comparison of the two approaches. We wanted the volume to provide a good introduction to each field, so we chose some of the best and most influential articles from each field. Sharon Oster and Harrison White explore how firms develop business strategies, and why their strategies persist. David Teece and Neil Fligstein explain why firms diversify. C.K Pralahad and Richard Bettis and Paul DiMaggio and Walter Powell explore where management models come from. Jay Barney and Arthur Stinchcombe examine the factors that cause firm characteristics to persist.

To illuminate differences in approach, we initiate a dialogue between the authors of these influential articles. We ask each author to reread the pair of articles and write an essay on their points of agreement, on their differences, and on their influence. We ask two outsiders – one from economic sociology and one from strategic management – to comment. Finally, we return to each original author for a final word. The essays are incisive and engaging, focusing on differences in basic assumptions, differences in method, and differences in findings. The outside commentators do a superb job of stepping back and discussing the work from the perspective of
the field. The end result, as you will see, is a rich and detailed discussion of differences in theory, method, and philosophy, not only in the articles at hand, but in the fields more broadly.

To be sure, some of the contentiousness and rivalry between the fields shows up in the essays and commentaries. Researchers in each field defend their approach vigorously, setting the stage for a lively and entertaining debate. At the same time, the authors recognize the limitations of their own approach and the strengths of the other, and most favor a rapprochement.

We devote the remainder of the introduction to three tasks. First, we illustrate the fundamental differences between the two fields with the case of diversification. Second, we sketch the origins of each field in brief. Third, we introduce each pair of articles, in the process explaining why we chose these particular pairs and how they illuminate the strengths of the two fields.

We close the volume with an epilog, inspired by our watching the dialogue unfold, that explores the sociology-of-science of the two fields. There we discuss the two groups' fundamental epistemologies, and explore paradigm development by way of a cross-citation analysis of economic sociology, organization and management theory, strategic management, and economics (based on papers published by the commentors to this volume).

**Two Perspectives on Diversification**

To illustrate our view that strategic management and economic sociology offer complementary explanations, we begin with a comparison of David Teece's article on the multiproduct firm and Neil Fligstein's article on the multidivisional form, both of which are reprinted in this volume. The two articles are concerned with the same broad outcome, although they define that outcome slightly differently. Teece is concerned with the move into multiple product lines; whereas Fligstein is concerned with the adoption of the multi-divisional form which, as Chandler (1962) argues, is typically a consequence of adding product lines.

The question itself – why do firms diversify – is asked in different ways by the two fields. Why is it efficient for some firms to diversify, and for which firms is it efficient? These questions are typical of strategic management theorists. Why do firms jump on the diversification bandwagon, and why does a particular firm jump at a particular time? These questions are typical of economic sociologists.

For strategic management theorists, the problem is to divine an argument based in efficiency. What makes diversification efficient? David Teece's much-cited paper begins with transaction cost theory. Firms with excess capacity make use of their particular knowledge assets to take advantage of market imperfections by moving into new product lines. The theory is elegant, cogent, and compelling. It provides an explanation of the multiproduct firm that builds on neo-classical theory with new ideas from institutional economics. It offers universal predictions, which should be applicable under a wide range of conditions. Teece's use of history is telling. The multiproduct strategy became common during the 1930s, and he links this not to the historical event of the Great Depression, but to the fact that the depression made excess capacity a common problem.
For economic sociologists, the problem is to explain the social processes behind the rise of a new business practice. What gave rise to the diversification trend? Sociologist Neil Fligstein, in an influential article that we pair with Teece's, emphasizes that change is often stimulated by environmental shocks, and that new strategies often result from two social processes: imitation and power struggles. He looks for exogenous shocks that lead firms to search for new strategies, and for the actors within those firms who promote new approaches. The Celler-Kefauver Act of 1950 was just such a shock, in that it opened horizontal and vertical mergers to federal scrutiny and encouraged firms to spend excess capital on other kinds of acquisitions. Finance managers were the key actors, in that they championed diversification as an efficient use of capital, and in the process expanded their own power within the corporation. Fligstein employs quantitative data from large firms between 1919 and 1979 to test the theory.

Teece develops an explanation of what makes the multiproduct strategy efficient for the firm. Fligstein develops an explanation of why diversification became popular where and when it did. It is possible to view these two perspectives as at odds – one can see Teece as insisting that transaction costs alone explain the multiproduct strategy and Fligstein as explaining that politics and power alone explain the M-form. But it is also possible to view these two perspectives as complementary – one can see Teece as explaining why multiproduct firms are profitable and Fligstein as explaining why diversification happens in historical waves. To view these perspectives as fundamentally incompatible, one has to believe that Teece and Fligstein see their own theories as fully deterministic – as outlining necessary and sufficient conditions for explaining diversification. Neither author takes such a stand, thus we are inclined to see the two perspectives as potentially complementary.

In fact, a study by Gerald Davis, Kristina Diekmann, and Catherine Tinsley (1994), which charts the reversal of the diversification trend during the 1980s, demonstrates, as well as any paper we know of, the utility of combining these two perspectives. Davis and colleagues show that during the 1980s, diversified corporations became the object of bust-up takeovers by corporate raiders; diversified firms sold off unrelated businesses; and large firms stopped diversifying. The result was a dramatic turnaround in the diversification trend. What caused this? On the one (economic) hand, Davis et al. cite the inefficiencies inherent in diversification. Financial orthodoxy dictates that investors, not firms, should diversify. Investors came to see the folly of grouping unrelated businesses under a single management team, and thus assigned lower value to conglomerates than to similar, more focused, firms (Davis et al. 1994, p. 548). On the other (sociological) hand, the legal environment changed the rules of the game and a new strategic model spread among entrepreneurs. Legal incentives to buy unrelated businesses, and disincentives to pursue hostile takeovers, diminished during the Reagan era. And the corporate raider model, in which a lone cowboy wrests control of a corporation from its managers and sells the parts at a profit, diffused across the economy by imitation (as did the poison pill, which, it was hoped, would undermine that model (Davis 1991)).

Davis and colleagues thus construct an argument about why the diversification craze that continued through the 1970s was, in many cases, inefficient. But they also track the sociological process, involving regulatory changes and the rise of a new business model, which caused that inefficient fad to be turned around. They show that competition and efficiency may underlie strategic changes, but that sociological processes play a role in the creation and diffusion of new
strategies. By combining the perspectives, Davis and colleagues arrive at an explanation that is more satisfactory and complete than either perspective alone would have been. This article, in our view, illuminates the potential for learning and collaboration across the two fields.

Next we introduce the two fields and sketch their origins. Strategic management theory has its roots in economics, although theorists draw liberally from other disciplines. The new economic sociology has strong links to pioneers in sociology; Weber, Durkheim, and Marx.

**Foundations of the Two Fields**

*Economic Origins of Contemporary Strategic Management*

Mainstream economics--price theory--has traditionally ignored the role of managers and left little scope for strategic choice. The firm in economic theory observes market prices and then makes efficient choices of output quantities. All firms are alike, having access to the same information and technology, and the decisions they make are rational and predictable, driven by cost and demand conditions. The fundamental questions are, *what phenomena can be explained by models that assume that human action is rational*, and, when no human agent has made an explicit choice, *which institutional arrangements can be explained by assuming that they were designed and structured by a rational actor?* Little attention is given to why firms might use managerial hierarchies to plan and coordinate; institutional settings and arrangements are abstracted away; and the varied character and capabilities of ‘real firms’ are not considered.

Strategic management addresses these limitations of price theory by drawing on two fields within economics--industrial organization and microeconomics. Adhering closely to neoclassical economic assumptions about firm homogeneity, Harvard's industrial organization 'structure-conduct-performance' (SCP) approach attributes most variation in firm performance to differences across industries (e.g., Bain, 1956; Mason, 1957). Basic industry characteristics (features of the relevant production technology, for example) affect an industry’s competitive *structure* (entry barriers, cost structures, number and size of rivals), which affects the *conduct* of rivals (pricing behavior, product strategy, advertising, R&D, capital investment), which in turn affects firms’ economic *performance* (production and allocative efficiency, technological progress, full employment, distributional equity).(1) Harvard industrial organization economics seeks to explain how market processes direct the activities of firms in meeting consumer demand, how market processes break down and result in socially wasteful 'monopoly profits,' and how these processes adjust (or can be adjusted) to improve economic performance.

In the 1960s, the Chicago School of industrial organization (Demsetz, 1973; Stigler, 1968) challenged the Harvard view of entry barriers in industrial organization. Chicago challengers did not view strategies such as collusion to create entry barriers as necessarily anti-competitive. Rather, they saw the principal managerial objective as profit maximization through development of specialized, high-quality resources and capabilities. The role of the manager implied in this view was one of strategic management's points of departure from the Harvard structure-conduct-performance (SCP) view.
Caves and Porter (1977; Porter 1979), attempted to rescue the Harvard SCP view by combining structural and behavioral (strategic) variables, rewriting the SCP causal chain as 'conduct-structure-performance' and proposing that "strategic groups" explain firm conduct and performance. Although the SCP approach had little to say about how managers organize and direct a particular firm, Porter's inverted framework could be used to define and explain the strategies available to firms in their search for profits.

The same period also witnessed departures from rational-choice neoclassical microeconomics. Resource-based theory emerged from a dissatisfaction with the ability of the neoclassical theory of the firm -- designed for the theory of price determination and resource allocation -- to handle real-world management problems outside of the equilibrium context. Resource-based theory emphasizes how heterogeneity in firms' internal characteristics and the resources and capabilities they control generates heterogeneity in their performance. This approach reaches back to the work of Penrose (1959: 31) who provided a new, dynamic conceptualization of the firm -- as "an administrative organization and as a collection of resources" -- designed to explain firm level growth.

Building on the work of Coase (1937) on firm boundaries and internal organization, and Chandler (1962) on the strategic growth, administrative evolution, and economic performance of large firms, Williamson (1975) explored the boundaries of both markets and firms as arrangements for conducting economic activity. Transaction cost theory challenges the microeconomic assumption that actors are fully rational. It suggests that transactions should take place within the regime--firm or market--that best economizes on costs imposed by uncertainty, bounded rationality, information asymmetry, and opportunism.

Although economics was instrumental to the evolution of the strategic groups, resource-based, and transaction cost models, much subsequent development and growth in these areas has taken place within strategic management, which emerged as a separate field in the mid-1970s.

**Strategic Groups.** The strategic groups approach grew out of ferment in industrial organization economics. One stream begins with the industry as the basic unit of analysis and then disaggregates the industry into component strategic groups (Oster, 1982; Porter, 1980). The second stream takes the firm as the basic unit of analysis and aggregates firms into strategic groups (Hatten & Schendel, 1977; Rumelt, 1984, 1991). The strategic groups literature has focused on three interrelated questions: How do strategic groups emerge? Does a firm's performance depend on strategic groups? How do firms change strategic groups (Bogner, Mahoney & Thomas, 1998)? A strategic group is defined as "a set of firms competing within an industry on the basis of similar combinations of scope and resource commitments" (Cool & Schendel, 1987: 1106). Path-dependent, strategic investments in information and technology acquired to develop factor market imperfections and isolating mechanisms (Lippman & Rumelt, 1982) are at the heart of strategic group formation. Firms making similar commitments develop similar competitive resources, pursue similar customers and environmental opportunities in similar ways, and form strategic groups. Although strategic groups may result from explicit collusion and the creation of entry barriers by mutual threat -- an idea consistent with industrial organization -- they can also arise when firms make similar resource investments.(2)
**Transaction Cost Theory.** Transaction cost (TC) theory has been characterized as "the ground where economic thinking, strategy, and organization theory meet" (Rumelt et al., 1994). Williamson (1975, 1985), the chief proponent, contends that economizing is more fundamental than strategizing -- *economy is the best strategy* (Williamson, 1991). The theory is explicitly comparative, addressing the relative efficiencies of markets and hierarchies and, more recently, hybrid arrangements (Williamson, 1991). In effect, transaction cost theory provides a set of normative rules for strategically choosing among alternative arrangements (Masten, 1993). It has been applied to the structure of vertical supply relations (Masten & Meehan, 1989), multinational firms (Kogut, 1988), and joint ventures (Pisano, 1990). Of particular significance is the M-form hypothesis, which introduces self-restraints that attenuate managerial discretion (Armour & Teece, 1978). TC theorists have also focused on explaining the "make or buy" decision – on whether firms integrate particular stages in production (Walker & Weber, 1984). They have made less headway in explaining the effect of this decision on performance. Of course, "whether a theory of governance choice is a good predictor of actual behavior reveals little about the cost of failing to choose the correct organizational arrangement and may be a poor guide to whether a particular theory offers sound prescriptions for business decisions" (Masten, 1993: 119).

**Resource-based Theory.** Resource-based (RB) approaches build on work on the theory of the firm begun by Penrose (1959). In early conceptions, the RB view emphasized how variation in firms’ access to key factor inputs could lead to variation in firm performance within an industry, and to variation in the attractiveness of a particular industry for a particular firm (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991). As it developed, the resource-based view extended its focus to a firm’s ability to combine inputs rather than on mere access to them. This 'competence-based' view attempts to explain how knowledge affects organization structure, as well as variation in firm performance (Foss, 1996). RB approaches now include a broad menu including the resource-based (Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt, 1984), commitment (Ghemawat, 1991), dynamic capabilities (Teece & Pisano, 1994; Teece, Pisano, & Schuen, 1997), knowledge-based (Foss, 1996), relation-based (Dyer & Singh, 1998), and attention-based (Ocasio 1997) approaches. In resource-based theory, resources--financial, human, intangible, organizational, physical, technological--are the basic unit of analysis. These resources must be built. They are not readily assembled in markets because they represent ways of getting things done that cannot be coordinated by the price system (Teece, 1982). In resource-based theory the persistence of firm profits results from idiosyncratic combinations of rent-generating resources--unique historical conditions, locations, firm-specific commitments, difficulties in selling information and opportunism (Ghemawat, 1991; Teece, 1982) -- and property rights--which other firms can imitate only imperfectly (Lippman & Rumelt, 1982). Resource-based theory focuses on non-monopoly rents derived from source other than collusion and government cooptation -- for example, Ricardian rents (Ricardo, 1917) based on the possession of scarce and valuable resources (Peteraf, 1993), or Schumpeterian rents (Schumpeter, 1934), based on successful entrepreneurial development of new combinations of resources that are a source of rents for a significant period of time. In the Schumpeterian view, even if a resource does not yield rents in the long run, as long as the process of adjustment to the zero-rent state is slow, substantial quasi-rents may still be earned in the middle-run (Mahoney & Pandian, 1992; Mosakowski, 1993; see also the Barney-Stinchcombe essays, this volume). Resource-based theory is concerned with both limits to the ex post equilibration of rents and quasi-rents derived from resources that are sustained for a
significant, but not infinite, period. Thus, it is usefully informed by both equilibrium (Lippman & Rumelt, 1982) and disequilibrium views (Teece et al. 1997).

**Is That All There Is?** Although we highlight strategic management approaches with 'economic' origins (reflected in--indeed pioneered by--the Barney, Oster, and Teece articles reprinted here), by no means is economics the only disciplinary 'origin' in strategic management (see Baum & Rao, 1998). As Rumelt et al. (1994) point out, strategic management grew not only out of industrial organization and neoclassical economics, but also out of organization theory (Prahalad and Bettis's article, reprinted in this volume, captures some of these other influences well). Indeed, in recent years, research in strategic management has moved increasingly toward a synthesis of economics, organization theory, and behavioral and cognitive psychology. Still, strategic management remains much more influenced by theoretical and analytic traditions in economics than by those in other disciplines, and has yet to be influenced substantively by economic sociology (Baum & Dutton, 1996). Economic sociologists who, in contrast, view economic action as inherently cultural (DiMaggio, 1990), political (Fliisstein & Mara-drita, 1996), and embedded in structures of social relations (Granovetter, 1985), seek non-price determinants of stable economic arrangements.

**Classical Origins of the New Economic Sociology**

The new economic sociology ends a hiatus of sorts in the development of a sociological approach to the economy (see Smelser & Swedberg 1994; Dobbin forthcoming). From the very start, sociologists were concerned with explaining aspects of economic life. Émile Durkheim's *The Division of Labor in Society* (1933), Max Weber's *Economy and Society* (1978), and Karl Marx's *Das Kapital* (1894) tackled the structure, nature, and characteristics of the modern economy. The approach was carried forward by C. Wright Mills (1956) and Karl Polanyi (1944), to name just two. Yet from the 1960s, sociologists moved away from explaining economic outcomes per se, such as the conditions that favor the division of labor (Durkheim) or the tendency of competition to lower prices (Marx), and focused instead on explaining "sociological" aspects of economic life.

The rise of neo-classical economics after World War II may be part of the reason for this change. With the decline of institutional economics, economics as a field came to focus not only on economic outcomes, but almost exclusively on economic causes (Yonay 1998). But the shift in sociology also came from within. Talcott Parsons and Neil Smelser (1956) had argued that economic behavior is a special case of social behavior, and hence is subject to the same forces. That idea somehow failed to reinvigorate economic sociology, perhaps because Parsons' own AGIL model, which partitioned the social world in a two-by-two functionalist schema, was so widely influential. A result of the partitioning of the social sciences on the basis of outcome was that sociologists paid less and less attention to explaining economic behavior. Increasingly, economists explained economic behavior with economic causes and sociologists explained social behavior with social causes. For many years, Neo-Marxist sociologists alone crossed the divide.

Gary Becker was one of the first economists to break this barrier, explaining sociological outcomes, such as choice of marriage partners (1976) and racial discrimination (1957), with economic causes. The new economic sociology breaks the barrier from the other side, explaining
economic outcomes – namely, business strategies -- with sociological causes. Its three main branches build on the work of Weber, Durkheim, and Marx, respectively.

The papers we reprint in this volume extend all three of these traditions. DiMaggio and Powell and Stinchcombe both build on Weber, although on somewhat different elements of his work. White builds on Durkheim, as well as Simmel, and his paper has become a call to action to network theorists in sociology. Fligstein develops a structural theory of power that builds, broadly speaking, on Marx as well as Weber.

**The New Institutionalism.** Sociological institutionalism follows the Weberian (1978) tradition, focusing on *verstehen* – the subjective meaning of action -- and on the effects of institutional structure (see Swedberg 1998; Scott 1995). One insight is that subjective meaning underpins human behavior – we behave in ways that are meaningful to us, whether that meaning is associated with salvation or with accumulation. Social behavior necessarily has collective, *intersubjective*, meaning, for otherwise it would not be social (Meyer & Rowan 1977; Berger & Luckmann 1966). Behavior without meaning to the collectivity is treated with psychoactive drugs (and is still left, in Parsons' division of intellectual labor, to psychiatry). One implication is that firms' strategic decisions occur within an institutional context that defines what is 'strategic' and what is not.

A second insight might just as well have been drawn from early institutional economics as from Weber, and it is that existing institutions, such as policy arrangements and management legacies, create both structural and cognitive constraints on firm behavior. Weber refers to these constraints as an "iron cage" (DiMaggio & Powell 1983). They constrain not only management strategies, by rendering some options impracticable, but managers' imaginations, by rendering some options cognitively unimaginable. Institutional structures are thus inextricable from *verstehen*, or the meanings people attach to them. Economic behavior in particular is regular and predictable not because it follows universal economic laws, but because it follows institutionalized social scripts. It is thought that economic laws impose only very broad constraints on firms, such that in any given situation, any number of strategies are viable. Thus economic sociology has a lot of variance to explain, and a host of studies has shown that imitation, ideas, and norms play large roles in shaping firm behavior (Mizruchi & Kim 1999). More and more, these neo-Weberian sociologists are tackling core business strategy (Dobbin 1994). Should your bank diversify into real estate or financial instruments? Haveman (1993) can predict what you'll do by knowing who you mimic -- from whom you learn how to behave. How are venture capital agreements structured in Silicon Valley? Suchman (1995) can predict on the basis of the norms and routines of the intermediaries involved. How do prospective firms decide whether to enter the market? Dobbin and Dowd (1997) can predict on the basis of how the industry interprets the regulatory environment. What predicts the rise of the life insurance sector? Zelizer (1983) shows that a precondition was that it overcome the norm against benefiting from the death of a loved one.

**Network Theory.** Network theory follows closely in the wake of Durkheim, who was concerned with how social milieu shapes behavior, identity, and social integration. Durkheim described how networks produce social identity, and thereby shape the actions of individuals -- not merely in the negative sense, of undermining anti-social behavior, but in the positive sense, of
establishing accepted, rational, forms of action. Network theorists critique neo-classical theory's methodological individualism as unrealistic, arguing that it neglects fundamental social processes that shape individual behavior. Like institutional theory, the network theory of Harrison White (1981; 1992) and Mark Granovetter (1985) is phenomenological, in that it focuses on the content of network relations and the meaning of action as defined by the network. Much of the research concerns properties of networks themselves, and how network position can predict economic behavior, net of economic factors. Firms are related through multiple, overlapping, networks: trade association memberships, shared corporate board memberships, professional and managerial networks.

Some see networks as the conduits through which information and ideas travel. How do people find jobs? Granovetter (1972) shows that people find jobs through weak ties rather than strong ones, because actors with strong ties have parallel networks that yield overlapping information. Which firms will give their CEOs golden parachutes? Davis and Greve (1997) predict on the basis of what other firms in the same geographic area are doing. Which firms will embrace matrix management? Burns and Wholey (1993) show that an organization's network predicts. Others emphasize that network structure and position shape behavior. White (1981) argues that market participants get behavioral cues on matters such as pricing not from transaction partners but from peers who share their structural position. Baker (1984) shows that small groups of stock traders achieve more competitive prices than do large groups, because small groups enjoy superior information flows. Burt (1992) shows that firms with better network connections (with no "structural holes" surrounding them) are more successful, particularly if they are connected to firms that themselves are surrounded by structural holes. Uzzi (1999) shows that firms receive lower interest rates when they have network ties to a bank. Palmer et al. (1995) find that firms with interlocks to commercial banks were better able to fend off hostile predators in the 1960s. Mizruchi and Stearns (1994) show that firms with bankers on their corporate boards are more likely to borrow money.

The Structural Theory of Power. The structural theory of power can be traced to Marx. Here the concern is with how powerful groups manage to get their way, using force and persuasion to promote the management practices and public policies they favor. These groups succeed not by force alone, but by promoting what Marxists used to call "false consciousness" to convince people that what is in their own interest is actually in the common (corporate or national) interest. This approach to power descends from C.Wright Mills' The Power Elite (1956), which suggests that a political/economic elite controls the state and corporation, as well as from modern theories of power, such as Stephen Lukes' (1974) Power: A Radical View, which suggests that in modern polities, powerful groups exercise control by controlling the agenda of the political debate. One stream of research explores the structure and influence of the corporate elite, and is the direct legacy of Mills (Useem 1984; Mintz & Schwartz 1985). Among this group, a number have used corporate board interlocks, and composition, to explain business strategy. The idea is that elite networks develop strategies collectively, and thereby shape firm strategy. Empirical findings overlap with those of network theorists. Palmer, Jennings, and Zhou (1993) show that firms with ties to multi-divisional firms are more likely to adopt that structure. Davis (1991) shows that firms with ties to others that have adopted the poison pill are more likely to adopt the poison pill themselves. Baysinger and Butler (1985) find that firms with more outside directors
are more profitable. Mizruchi and Stearns (1988) find that unprofitable firms appoint bankers to their boards, evidently to improve monitoring of the management team.

A second group is more directly concerned with the exercise of power in the historical formation of regulatory regimes and business strategies. How was horizontal integration popularized? Diversification? Identifiable actors promoted these strategies, and they typically had something to gain. Once institutionalized, new regulations and business strategies reinforce the groups that promoted them. In The Transformation of Corporate Control Fligstein (1990) argues, with institutionalists, that such exogenous shocks as regulatory shifts spawn new business strategies. A power struggle among competing management groups – marketing versus finance managers, for instance – often determines corporate response (for an update, see Ocasio & Kim 1999). The group that wins control of the firm may direct future decisions for some time to come. In Socializing Capital, Roy (1997) shifts the emphasis to the struggle for control among corporations. In tackling the merger wave circa 1900 – Alfred Chandler's terrain – Roy argues that mergers and acquisitions were not necessarily efficient, rather they were forced upon small business by big firms and financiers threatening cut-throat competition. The strategy of horizontal acquisitions thus spread in industries in which it was efficient as well as in industries in which it was not. Both of these approaches make the connection between institutions and power, and in both directions. That is, institutional arrangements influence who is able to exercise power to get their way – to promote the business strategy they favor. Once new business strategies are institutionalized, they reinforce the power of their proponents.

Reading an isolated piece by an institutional, network, or power theorist is still a bit like touching part of an elephant when blindfolded. It’s very difficult to envision the whole – the sociological perspective that binds them together. While each group focuses on a different aspect of the sociological formation of business strategy, the three do usually agree on the big picture. Economic practices – behavior patterns such as pricing strategies and firm structures – emerge in networks of actors, via the social construction of scripts for how to achieve particular ends. Powerful actors try to shape the scripts that are constructed, and to shape the rules of the game that become institutionalized in public policy. Economic practices, or scripts, shape individual cognition, determining how people will respond to new situations. In other words, economic practices emerge through distinctly social processes in which social networks and power resources play roles in the social construction and cognitive representation of certain actions as rational.

One can see the theoretical integration of these approaches in the work of many people in the field. Harrison White has always used a social constructionist view of behavior in his network theory, to explain how norms about pricing are socially produced. Patrick McGuire and Mark Granovetter (forthcoming) use a structural theory of power in their network study of electricity generation to explain technological choices. Institutionalists, like David Strang and John Meyer (1993), use a form of network theory to explain how business practices diffuse. Structural theorists of power – particularly Bill Roy and Neil Fligstein -- have incorporated both institutional and network elements to explain how new norms diffuse across corporations. In short, rather than seeking to disprove the other paradigms, as is typical in a multi-paradigmatic field such as sociology, leaders in each of these fields are borrowing liberally.
Does Efficiency Matter? These economic sociologists share a sort of skepticism about the primacy of efficiency in the process of corporate change. Most grant that efficiency of one sort or another drives managerial decisions, although some contend, along with agency theorists in economics, that managers may act in their own, narrow, interest. Yet sociologists tend to presume that managers act with poor information about the efficiency of prospective strategies, and that markets do not efficiently destroy firms that make bad calls (Meyer & Zucker 1989). On the one hand, most firms make a mix of good and bad decisions, such that a disastrous strategy in production may be alleviated by a good one in marketing, or in human resources. On the other hand, firms that seek in earnest to copy their profitable peers may have difficulty figuring out what to copy, and may have difficulty copying it (as sociologist-turned-strategist Jay Barney points out in this volume). Sociologists certainly see managers as striving for efficiency. But given the vagaries of management decisions, they focus on how sociological processes lead managers to choose from a litany of alternatives. Finally, institutionalists, in particular, argue that firms succeed by following the current strategic scripts – that doing what is hot may work primarily by signaling to buyers and investors that you, yourself, are hot (Meyer & Rowan 1977).

The Papers

Next we turn to the four sets of articles. In each pair, the two articles address the same broad phenomenon. We outline some of the key differences in approach. The essays and comments that follow the articles cover a wide range of issues, and they convey a much more thorough sense of the strengths and weaknesses of each discipline. Here we focus on the articles, rather than the original essays and comments, so as not to steal the authors' thunder. As you will soon see, they are, without exception, entertaining, intelligent, and provocative.

An Embarrassment of Riches: Teece and Fligstein

We paired the Teece and Fligstein papers, which derive from two very influential lines of research, because both seek to explain diversification. Why have so many firms moved into new products and services, rather than expanding production in their original fields or returning profits to shareholders? Teece and Fligstein develop theories about different parts of this change, with Teece focusing on the multiproduct strategy itself and Fligstein focusing on a common byproduct, the multi-divisional firm. Their answers differ substantially, as we noted above. Fligstein's work is emblematic of the structural theory of power found in sociology, and Teece's paper helped to bring transaction cost economics squarely into the field of management. Because we outlined the arguments found in these papers above, here we simply note two differences in approach.

First, Teece's approach is deductive; whereas Fligstein's is inductive. Teece observes multiproduct firms, and then derives arguments from transaction cost economics to explain them. Fligstein observes the rise of the M-form firm, and then acts as an historical detective to develop a theory. At first light, this seems to be a fundamental difference. But in practice, the deductive and inductive approaches may not be so very far apart. Teece is, after all, developing a theory to
explain real-world behavior he has observed. Fligstein is, after all, building on existing sociological theories of power and institutions. Thus, while strategy and economic sociology may expound different approaches, with strategists from economics aspiring to derive theories from first principles and economic sociologists aspiring to derive theories from direct observation of behavior, in practice, both fields may do a little of each.

Second, Teece and Fligstein differ in what they set aside, or hold constant. Teece presumes that a business strategy that has grown in popularity must be marginally more efficient than that which it replaced – the proof is in the pudding, the new strategy has won -- and develops a theory of the efficiency of that strategy. He sets aside the social mechanisms behind the change, in trying to explain as much of the variance as possible with economic theory. Fligstein assumes that a strategy must have diffused as a consequence of an identifiable social process, and develops a theory of how institutions and power played a role in the diffusion of a practice. He sets aside the issue of the relative efficiency of the new practice, in the belief that efficiency alone cannot explain its success.

In other words, strategic management theorists often treat the social processes by which a new strategy diffuses as a "black box." Sociologists contend that understanding what goes on in the black box is key to understanding why certain efficient strategies take hold, while others wither. For instance, Fligstein contends that the Celler-Kefauver amendments to antitrust law, which made both horizontal and vertical mergers difficult, stimulated firms to diversify. This begs the question: is the Celler-Kefauver act a scope condition for Teece's theory – a necessary condition? Can the theory travel to Germany, or South Korea?

By contrast, economic sociologists often treat the efficiency of a practice as immaterial to its survival. When they deal with efficiency, it is often as rhetoric rather than as reality, for they believe, along with March and Simon, that managers do not make decisions with full information. And they believe that managers are not prophets, and cannot know which of several prospective strategies will be optimal. But sociologists neglect efficiency at their own peril, for managers do strive to improve efficiency and they do sometimes "get it right". Understanding how executives judge the relative efficiency of strategies, and what determines when their judgements are correct, is key to understanding strategic choice. If diversification went too far, as the new "core competence" movement suggests, for what kinds of firms was it a good idea, and why did other firms join the bandwagon?

**All Happy Firms are the Same: Pralahad and Bettis, DiMaggio and Powell**

"The Dominant Logic" is the one strategy paper we reprint that has its roots in psychology, rather than in economics, and it has become one of the most widely referred to papers at the intersection of psychology and strategy. "The Iron Cage Revisited" is one of the two papers, with Meyer and Rowan's (1977) "Institutionalized Organizations", that spawned the "new institutionalism" in organizational sociology. On the surface these two papers seem to share little. Pralahad and Bettis explain why some firms are able to make diversification profitable. DiMaggio and Powell explain why firms develop identical structures and practices. The causes appear, at first blush, to be far apart as well. Pralahad and Bettis point to factors internal to the firm, and develop arguments from cognitive psychology to explain management logics.
DiMaggio and Powell point to factors external to the firm, and develop arguments from Weberian sociology to explain the decline of variance in management styles.

Yet at their cores, these papers describe a common phenomenon. Both seek to understand how management practices and the rationales that underlie them emerge. Pralahad and Bettis argue that firms develop management logics locally through experience, and incidentally that one kind of logic is superior for running a diversified firm. DiMaggio and Powell suggest that organizations copy management practices and rationales from their peers. While the two duos focus on different aspects of management patterns – the cognitive component in the first case and the structural component in the second -- both see cognition as reflective of structure. Thus, at their core, both papers address how different management strategies, and the cognitive orientations that underlie them, arise.

Their broad explanatory models are based in psychology and sociology, respectively. Pralahad and Bettis see the history of the firm much as the psychologist sees the history of the individual. Experience shapes the individual's (firm's) perceptions of the world and ways of dealing with the world. Individuals (firms) with similar experiences will have similar ways of operating in the world. Individuals (firms) who function well under one, stable, set of circumstances may function poorly when circumstances are altered (e.g., after diversification). DiMaggio and Powell see the socialization of the firm as parallel to the socialization of the individual. Individuals (firms) develop their ways-of-being through socialization. They copy the behavior of others, and are most likely to copy those they admire, or those who exercise control over them. Under each of these views, firm practices shape, and are shaped by, individual cognition (see DiMaggio 1997 for a review that links cognition to institutions). Continuity in firm practices operates via a sort of feedback loop, in which a strategy that is institutionalized in structure becomes institutionalized in cognition, and new strategies are shaped by that cognition.

These two papers thus illustrate how shifting the focus from the individual to the collectivity alters how we describe the firm. Both duos are trying to explain dominant business logics, which consist of mindsets and concrete business practices. In practice, firms, like individuals, are shaped both by their own experiences and by their exposure to the behavior of others. A textile firm, or web browser start-up, develops a managerial logic based on its own experience, including its social experience. It copies successful peers (mimetic isomorphism), is advised by management consultants (normative isomorphism), and is constrained by public policies (coercive isomorphism).

Where All the Firms are Above Average: Barney and Stinchcombe

We matched Barney and Stinchcombe because both are concerned with "path dependence" -- the fact that even in the face of environmental pressure, firm strategies and forms tend to persist. Both challenge the idea that competitive pressures will lead firms to adopt strategies that are optimal for the business at hand. Stinchcombe is responding to the functionalist assumption in sociology that firms will evolve as the technology of organizing evolves, adopting new, appropriate forms as they appear. His view is consistent with Weber's vision of the "iron cage", and it shares the structural approach to organizational continuity found in the early institutionalism of Philip Selznick (1957). He argues that entire industries tend to be organized
using the social and physical technologies that prevailed when they were founded. Pressure for change is small when all industry participants use more or less the same technology. Initial strategies persist even when new, more efficient technologies become available. Barney is responding to the emphasis, in strategic management, on the environmental factors that favor strong firm performance. The corresponding neglect of firm-level factors is based in the assumption that organizational advantages are fleeting, because the resources that underlie them are mobile. He makes the case that organizational advantages are sticky, and that this is the source of continuity in competitive advantage. In short, both Stinchcombe and Barney describe a situation in which firms faced with potentially superior strategies and practices do not change. This observation poses a quandary for the conventional view of the firm, in which markets force managers to remain on the lookout for better ways of doing business.

Stinchcombe and Barney have different views of the pressure for change. Stinchcombe focuses on heterogeneity across industries. Industries follow the strategies and practices that were popular when they were founded, such that industries founded in the age of Fordism will have Fordist assembly lines, and industries founded in the age of the craft workshop will be so organized. Sometimes implicit in Stinchcombe's account is the absence of competitors using new and improved strategies. If you are in a craft industry that could potentially use assembly-line techniques, you only face the imperative to change if you face competitors who have assembly lines. Population ecologists built on Stinchcombe's insight that firms do not easily change their ways. In their view, organizational change occurs largely through the birth and death of firms rather than through adaptation – firms that are poorly suited to their environments tend to die, rather than to change (see Baum 1996 for a review; Aldrich 1999 for an evolutionary view of change). Many others have documented persistence, for instance Baron, Hannan, and Burton (1999) find that the management orientation of a firm's founder persists beyond the founder's tenure.

Barney focuses not on heterogeneity across industries, but on heterogeneity across firms within industries. He suggests that competitive pressures do not cause firms with competitive disadvantage to mirror their successful peers. Because the fundamentals underlying advantage are not fully mobile, they do not move readily across firms and thus differences in success can persist over long periods. Stinchcombe's tacit argument seems broadly economic; whereas Barney's explicit argument is sociological. As DiMaggio and Powell argue in the paper we reprint, firms do their best to mimic success cases, but it is often difficult to figure out what to copy. Is it the slick advertising? Is it the throughput system? Barney suggests that firm differences are sustained because the cause of success is ambiguous, and because it may depend on a complex set of arrangements that are, in their complexity, essentially imitable. Firm resources that generate profits are built from local experience and knowledge (Nelson & Winter 1982), and even if you can pinpoint them you may be unable to imitate them.

Despite their shared view of the continuity of firm practices, Stinchcombe and Barney use characteristically different modes of explanation. The differences have, in part, to do with the relationship between theory and action. In sociology, the goal is to develop explanatory models of behavior. In strategic management, this goal is supplemented with the goal of developing prescriptions for action. While both papers are theoretical rather than empirical or prescriptive,
Stinchcombe offers hypotheses for business historians to test; whereas Barney offers hypotheses for managers to contend with.

These differences reflect the respective fields. Real strategic advantage, as opposed to happenstance, is the consequence of finding an especially good way of doing business. From this perspective, the typical sociological approach – of collecting longitudinal data from large numbers of firms and running multivariate models – comes too late in the game. The game is already over if there are enough companies to form an experimental group and a control group. The key practical problem is to be one of the first to identify the strategy and build it into your business model. Economic sociologists favor large, longitudinal, datasets that allow them to test competing theories in a single model, excluding some theories, controlling for others, and identifying the net effects of others. In his comment, Stinchcombe implies that focusing on winners is not good social science, because it constitutes sampling on the dependent variable. This is all well and good if the goal is a history of management, but if the goal is practical advice for managers the post hoc approach may highlight successful strategies too late in the game.

**Finding Your Niche: Oster and White**

We paired White's "Where do markets come from?" with Oster's "Intraindustry structure and the ease of strategic change" because both are concerned with how a diversity of strategies within an industry emerges and persists, and both suggest that producers develop strategies by observing the behavior of other producers rather than, as price theory suggests, by observing the behavior of buyers. As Oster (1982: 36) argues: "When firms enter a business, they observe several alternative ways of conducting that business. … One firm decides to advertise a high quality product; a second decides to pursue a high volume line." In White's (1981: 518) words: "what a firm does in a market is to watch the competition in terms of observables." Both are concerned with how disparate strategies within industries develop -- with how a firm decides to focus on quality and brand recognition, or on volume and price. With how, in White's words, a firm develops an identity and a unique market position. With how, in Oster's words, a firm chooses which "strategic group" to join.

White's orientation is Durkheimian, and the paper we reprint here is one of the cornerstones of network theory in sociology. He describes managers as developing firm identity and strategy not by looking across the buyer-seller divide to see how their exchange partners are behaving, but by looking at their peers. A firm's strategy and price emerge as it develops an identity vis-à-vis its peers in the industry, seeking a set of business practices that will shield it from competition. The core idea is consonant with Spence's (1974) arguments about signaling (on Spence's wider influence, see Vaughan 1998). Here, firms signal their strategies to one another, and changes in a's strategy can lead to changes in b's, although b is more likely to differentiate itself from a than to imitate a. White suggests that strategic behavior, like other forms of behavior, is inherently relational. Firms develop unique identities (strategies) within markets, in relation to other firms in the market. White thus challenges the neo-classical view of the market, which defines buyer-seller interactions as key.

Oster's theory combines insights from business policy and the behavioral theory of the firm. The central empirical observation is that industries often develop a diversity of successful strategies,
and that in some industries, differences among firms can be quite stable. A new entrant typically selects from the menu of existing strategies, based on an assessment of which strategy corresponds with unmet consumer demand. Early decisions produce lock-in, making it difficult for firms to switch strategies because of sunk costs and established market position. There is inevitably pressure to switch to the highest-performing strategic group, but the costs of switching can be high. Oster speculates that in consumer goods, groups are defined by their advertising strategies, and shows that high-advertising firms and low-advertising firms tend to persist in their strategies, unless some disturbing force – a downturn in profits – leads them to rethink their strategy.

In White's model of the world, a firm observes its peers and develops a unique relational identity, filling a specific niche. The goal is to fill a niche that will be shielded from competition, by pursuing a strategy that does not exactly match that of any other firm. For White, a firm's identity within the industry network is dependent on the identities (in terms of quality of product, volume, price, etc.) of other firms. In Oster's model of the world, firms entering a market imprint on existing firms in the field, choosing a strategy off the shelf. The goal is to select a strategy from among observable options that is suited to demand. In both models, a single market typically contains firms pursuing a diversity of strategies (identities), which are developed relationally, as firms observe the strategies (identities) of their peers.

Both White and Oster develop insights that might have come from either economics or sociology. Oster's model of the firm is fundamentally sociological, in that firms are social actors following the behavior of their peers. White's model might have developed out of industrial organization theory, in that the focus is on how firms try to shield themselves from competition.

But the papers highlight a fundamental difference in methodological conventions between the two fields, and this becomes particularly clear in the comments. That difference is rooted in the basic assumptions of the two fields. In his comment, White argues that Oster, like her peers in economics, does not directly observe the strategic choices of firms by, for instance, interviewing executives. For that matter, observed motive is not a focus in White's paper either, but the critique lays bare an important epistemological difference between the fields. Following C. Wright Mills' sociological invective against "abstract empiricism", quantitatively oriented sociologists have increasingly looked for qualitative verification of the motives underlying action. The convention among economists, by contrast, is to observe whether data suggest that people behave as if theoretical models are valid. Conscious motives have been key for sociologists ever since Weber implored us to pay attention to the meaning of action to the actor. Economists tend to see conscious motives as immaterial, in the belief that people can behave rationally without being able to articulate why their actions are rational. Thus the best evidence is not evidence about motives, but evidence about behavior. If behavior follows the predictions of a theory, the theory holds. These different basic assumptions lead to a very different relationship between theory and evidence in the two fields. Sociologists assume that actors may lie about their motives, but they also assume that actors understand their own motives well. Most economists make no such assumption.

*Great Minds Think Alike*
Although we chose the papers to highlight differences between the two fields, in hindsight, we were struck by the number of common ideas across the papers. In both fields, researchers develop their ideas in part by observing the actual behavior of firms. This may be why the two fields have, independently, come to some very similar conclusions. The idea that firms model their strategies after others is found in DiMaggio and Powell, as well as in Oster. The idea that firms develop strategies by observing peers, rather than transaction partners, is found in Oster and White. The idea that firms mimic the behavior of successful peers, but face great uncertainty about what to mimic, is found in Barney as well as in DiMaggio and Powell. The idea that firms develop stable identities that may be resistant to change is found in White, Stinchcombe, Barney, and Oster. The idea that a modus operandi (dominant logic or conception of control) prevails within the firm and can be toppled by exogenous shocks is found in both Fligstein and Barney. We could go on here, but we simply wish to draw attention to the substantial common ground found among the two fields, despite their differences. The differences are spelled out colorfully in the essays and commentaries that follow each pair of articles.

**Conclusion**

While strategists and sociologists address the same broad phenomena – the behavior of the firm – different disciplinary customs and preferences have kept them apart. In strategic management, the central goal is to develop adequate theories of why certain strategies are successful. This has led to the application of theories from the various foundational disciplines -- economics, and to a lesser extent psychology and sociology. Analysts observe exemplary cases with the goal of teasing out the key strategic factors that underlie success. They ask: What makes Hewlett-Packard work? In economic sociology, the principal goal is to refine multi-paradigmatic models of firm behavior, adding new insights and variables to existing models. This has led to the application of theories traceable to three founders of sociology, Weber, Durkheim, and Marx. Analysts observe broad trends among corporations with the goal of identifying their social, political, and historical origins. They ask: Why has "core competence" caught on here and now?

Despite the fact that they are ostensibly oriented to theorizing efficiency in one case and to explaining common firm strategies in the other, in practice both fields seek to explain particular strategic decisions. While sociologists generally try to explain decisions in terms of regulation, power, and social milieu, strategists generally try to explain decisions in terms of their competitive advantage. Strategists tend, that is, to work backward from firm performance, explaining a practice by its superiority of effect rather than by the factors that predict its adoption.

These approaches are quite different, yet they have often led to similar insights about the workings of the firm, as we have duly noted. We suggested at the outset that each perspective offers only a partial view of the firm. We hope that readers will, after reading the contributions that follow, agree that together the two perspectives provide a fuller, and more three-dimensional, view of the firm.
We bring the two fields together in the conviction that they have much to learn from one another, and that exchange may lead each field to develop richer and more compelling understandings of corporate behavior. The two groups have sparred at times in print. In the articles reprinted herein we give readers a chance see how the two fields approach four different issues. In the essays and comments that follow we give leaders in the two fields a chance to stand back and consider their differences. The result, we believe, is an informative, intelligent, and provocative overview which, we hope, will help to open a broad, ongoing dialogue.

Endnotes

1. Industries characterized by significant scale economies, for example, will support only a few, large competitors and will not be easily penetrated by small entrants. High concentration in scale economy-based industries may lead rivals to compete less fiercely, resulting in higher profits. And, even if incumbent rivals are earning strong profits, the greater difficulty of entry reduces the likelihood that new firms will enter the market.

2. Since the emergence of the field of strategic management, industrial organization economics has increasingly devoted its attention to the analysis of rivals' strategic -- self-consciously interactive -- behavior. However, behavior that is strategic in this sense has not been a primary concern of strategic management -- and there appears to be considerable skepticism within strategic management about the value of contemporary, game-theoretic, industrial organization (Camerer, 1991; Rumelt et al., 1994; but see Ghemawat, 1991).

3. Fligstein's paper presents a synopsis of the argument found in his 1990 book, and presaged in a series of journal articles (e.g., Fligstein 1985). Teece's paper extends a line of research he developed in another journal article (Teece 1980).
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